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ln the shady of generalized splines there has been acontinuing search for 
those properties which are most essential. Schoenberg [U], Grevi~~~ [6jl 
Ahlberg, Nilson and Walsh [l), Schultz and Varga [13], Schultz 1141 and 
Lucas [IO] have pursued an explicit approach w ich defines generalized 
sphnes as functions which are in the nuil space of a self-adjoint d~erentia~ 
operator except at given grid points where additional continuity or inter- 
polation require~nents are imposed. DeBoor and Lynch [4], Atteia [3], 
Anselone and Laurent [2J, Golomb [S], Jerome and Schumaker tg], and 
Jerome and Varga [9] have developed an implicit approach w ich defines 
generalized splines as those elements in aHilbert space X which mimimi~~ a 
bilinear functional of the form M(g, g) = (Tg, T,)y over translates of the 
null space, N(A), of an associated family ofcontinuous iinear function& .L!. 
Here, Tis acontinuous Iinear mapping of the ~iIbert space X onto aNilbert 
space Y, whose null space is finite dimension& A consequence of the latxer 
approach isthat afunction s is a spline ifand only if ssatisfies th  orthogo- 
nafity condition 
l8, Theorem 2.ff. 
It is the purpose of this paper to develop the consequences of beginning 
a study of generalized splines, herein denoted byM-splines, by taking the 
o~hogona~ity condition (1.1) astheir defining characteristic in pla e of the 
earlier minimization condition. This approach will be more general than 
any of those considered in the arlier quoted gapers, and as Example I**ill 
show, actuahy includes mo t of the spline characterizations of each ofthese 
papers a special c ses. A new class ofspline functions related o acontinuous 
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bilinear functional M which is not necessarily symmetric will be introduced 
in Example 2. These splines include the generalized L-splines of Schultz [14] 
and Lucas [lo]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
The following formalization of the notion of an M-spline includes the 
generalized splines of Anselone and Laurent [2], Golomb [S], and Jerome 
and Schumaker [8]. 
DEFINITION 1. Let X be a real Hilbert space, and (1 a family of con- 
tinuous linear functionals over X. Associate with II the linear space 
N(A) = {n E X: X(rz) = 0for all XE /l}, which we shall refer toas the null 
space of /l. Let M(x, y) be a continuous bilinear functional on X x X 
such that M(rz, n)> 0 for all nE N(A). A function s E X is said to be an 
M-spline if M(s, n) = 0 for all y1 EN(n). The class of all M-splines for 
a fixed /.l is denoted bySp(M, /I). 
DEFINITION 2. Let X, d and M be as above, and let xE: X. Then any 
s E X is aid to be a A-interpolate f x ifs - x E N(/.l). Ifsis also in Sp(M, II), 
then sis said to be an Sp(M, f&interpolate of x.
Note that sis a A-interpolate of x ifand only if X(s) = X(x) for all hE fl. 
Also bserve that Sp(M, A) is a closed linear space. 
In the next section weshall give conditions which insure the existence 
of an Sp(M, A)-interpolate f any lement inX. If for agiven X, fl and M, 
with M(n, n) > 0 for all 12 EN(A), as in Definition 1, we define N1by 
Nl = (~7~ E N(A): M(n, , n3 = 0}, then it may easily beseen that N1 is 
a closed linear subspace ofX
N1 is clearly homogeneous. If x, y E N1 , let a = M(x, y) + M(y, x)~ 
Then M(x - oly, x - q) = -ol[M(x, y)+ A4( y, x)] = -c? > 0 since 
x - cq E N(A). Therefore a = M(x, y) + M( y, ZC) = 0 for all x, y E N1 . 
Thus M(x + y, x + y) = 0 for any x, y E N1 , and N1 is additive. By the 
continuity of M, NI is closed. 
DEFINITION 3. Let X be a real Hilbert space, /la family ofcontinuous 
linear functionals on X,and M a continuous bilinear functional on X x X 
such that 
M(n, I7) 3 0 for all yt EN(A). (2.1) 
If there is an 112 > 0 such that 
M(n, 4 2 m II nII2 for all 12 EN(A), (2.2) 
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then we shall say that he system {X, A, M, N(A)) is wei!-posed D note by 
NI the closed linear subspace ofN(A), 
iv1 = {IQ EN(A): f14(7zl ~ n )= 0). (2.3,; 
If 
M(x, 721) = 0 for ail x ic X, 77, E IV1 , (2.4) 
and if there exists a closed linear subspace ofM(A), Iv* fsuch that 
N(A) = Nl @ N2 1 (2.5) \ 
and an m > 0 such that 
M(n, ) n,) 2 ill 11 722 112 fcr all 72.) E N, , i&6) 
then we shall say that he system (X, A, &f, N(A), Nl , iV2) is N,-posed. 
Note that if IV1 = (O}, (X, A, M, IV(A)> is well-posed if and only if 
(X, A, M, N(A), IV1 ,N2> is (O)-posed, 
EXAMPLE 1. Let X and Y be real Hilbert spaces, A afamily ofcontinuous 
linear functionals on X, and T a continuous linear t ansformation of X 
onto Y, such that he dimension of the null space of T, IV(T), isfinite. D fine 
the continuous bilinear functional M by
Jwx, 9 x2> = o-x, 3=,>, for all x1 ) n, E X. 
Then M(x, x) b 0 for all xE X, and NI = N(A) n N( 7). If nE ?I1 ,M(x, 7$ = 
(TX, Z-77), = 0 since IZ EN(T), so (2.4) issatisfied. L t I!Jz = (?IJJ&~, , tihe 
orthogonal complement ofI\r, inN(A). Since A7z is closed and N(T) is finite 
dimensional, A7z + N(T) is closed [7, Prob. 81, and by Lemma 2.1 developed 
by Golomb and Jerome [S], T(N,) is closed. Thus T maps I\I, 1 - 1 onto 
the closed subspace T(N,), and therefore T stricted to Nz has a continuous 
inverse bythe open mapping theorem. Thus there is an 771 > 0 such that 
jj Tn, j] 3 m j! 7~ /j for all n2 E Nz . But then M(n, ,n2) = ji T77, \py > 79 !! in, //’ 
for all 7~ EN, giving (2.6), and thus the system (X, A, Itr, IV(A), ;VI ri A/?) 
is A$-posed. If NI = N(A) A N(T) = (0) then N(A) = ?J, :and the system 
{X, A, M, N(A)) is well-posed. 
3. EXJSTENCE AND UNIQUENESS CJF M-SPLINES 
The following theorem gives conditions which insure the existence and
uniqueness of M-splines. Note that here is no symmetry equirement placed 
on M. 
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THEOREM 1. Let X be a real Hilbert space, A a family of continuous linear 
functionals on X, and M a continuous bilinearfunctional on X x X. If the system 
w, fl, M, wo> . 1s well-posed therz‘for’ any y E X there is a unique Sp(M, A)- 
interpolate s of y, which depends continuously on y.
Proof. Since M is continuous, there is a K > 0 such that 
KII xII I nII 2 M(x, n> for all x E X, n E N(A). (3.1) 
Thus for any fixed x E X, M(x, -) is a bounded linear functional on N(A). 
Therefore, there is a z E N(A) such that M(x, n) = (z, n) for all rz EN(A). 
Let TX = z. Then T is a continuous linear mapping of X into N(A), such that 
K 1) njls > M(n, n) = (Tn, n) > m I/ II jlz for all n E N(A). (3.2) 
Denote by TN the restriction of T to N(II). Clearly TN is 1 - 1. It will now 
be shown that he range of TN , R(T,), is actually equal to N(A). Suppose 
{ni}Lo E R(T,) and i rz-+ IZ EN(A). Then there xist xi E N(A) such that 
TX* = Q. From (3.2), 
II 7-12 II> m II 12 II for all 72 EN(A). (3.3) 
Since {ni} is a Cauchy sequence, so is (Tx~}. But by (3.3), (xi} must then be 
Cauchy also. Let xi + x E N(A). Then since T is continuous, Txi -+ TX, 
so TX = 11. This establishes that R(T,) is closed. Let 1~ be in the orthogonal 
complement ofR(T,) in N(A). Then 
0 = (Tn, nl) > m [I n, Ijs. 
Therefore, /) n1 1) = 0, so n, = 0, and R(T,) = N(A). Since TN is a 1 - 1 
mapping of N(A) onto N(A), by the open mapping theorem TN has a 
continuous inverse T;;‘. 
Now let yE X. Suppose sE Sp(M, A) and s = y + ?i with E E N(A). 
Then M( y + E, 12) = 0 for all nE N(A). Therefore T( y + ii> = 0, implying 
that G= - T;;I(Ty). Thus 
s=(I-T~lT)yEy+N(A). (3.4) 
So if there is an Sp(M, A)-interplate of y, s, then sis unique, and is given 
as a continuous f nction fy by (3.4). But for any n E N(A), M(s, n) = 
(Ts, rz) = (Ty - Ty, n) = 0, so (3.4) actually gives an Sp(M, A)-interpolate 
of y, establishing the theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the conditions f Theorem 1, 
X = N(A) 0 Sp(M, A). 
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PmojI If 4’ EX, y = (’ - s) + s, where sis the zmique S~~~~~~ A)-inter- 
palate ofy. 
COROLLARY 3 (Anselone and Laurent [2]). Ipt Example I, iJ’ 
The foliowing example introduces a class of nonselfadjoint generaiized 
splines which include the generalized L-splines of Schultz [14J and Lucas [IO] 
as special cases. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let X be the Sobolev space FJPP[& b] of all functions S in
Cn-l[a, b]whose n- 1st derivative is absolutely continuous andBYE L”[a. Ej, 
with Inner product 
Define a continuous bilinear functionat M on X >( X by 
when bn,l(t) > w, a < t r_< bfor some w > 0, and where the bif are bounded, 
real-valued measurable functions  [a, b], 0< i,.j < n. Suppose A is a 
farnil>! of continuous linear functionals overX which includes functionais of 
the type A(f) --f(x),  E [a,&], for allfe X. Denote the set of x E ia, b] for which 
there is such ah by A and let d be the greatest distance between the points 
into which [a, li] is thus partitioned. It is hown in {l 11 that there exist positive 
constants E and m such that if d < i, M(zc, fd) > ~2 ii 21 jjn2 for ah tc EN(A). 
Thus the system {EPe[n, b], R, M, N(A)) is well-posed forany such A, 
and by the previous theorem for any functionfE WPZ,2[n, b] there is a unique 
Sp(M, /Q-interpolate whichdepends continuously on$ Some properties and 
applications of these nonse~fadjo~nt generalized splines are developed in fl I]. 
For their numerical utilization it s necessary to have some characterization 
results. These have also been developed. 
The next heorem separates hequestions f existence anduniqueness of 
M-splines, generalizing Theorem I. 
640!5!1-3 
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THEOREM 2. Let X be a real Hilbert space, A a family of continuous linear 
functionals on X, and M a continuous bilinear functional on X x X. Suppose 
there is a closed subspace ofN(A), N, , such that he system {X, A, M, N(A), 
NI , N,) is N,-posed, where NI is dejned by (2.3). Then for any y E X there is 
a unique Sp(M, A)-interpolate s of y in y + Nz which depends continuously on y.
Moreotler, anyother interpolate of y,S, is an Sp(M, A)-interpolate of y tf and 
onlyifs-ssEN,. 
Proof. By hypothesis there is aclosed subspace NZ of N(A) such that (2.5) 
and (2.6) are valid. Let A, be the orthogonal complement of NZ in X. Then A, 
can be considered as a family ofcontinuous linear functionals on X whose 
null space, N(AJ, is N, . Thus, by (2.6) the system (X, A,, M, N(A,)) is 
well-posed (where N(AJ = N& so by Theorem 1for every y E X there is a 
unique Sp(M, A&interpolate s of ywhich depends continuously on y.This 
gives a unique ri, E NZ such that s= y + ri, and M(s, nZ) = 0 for all n2 E Nt . 
By (2.4) M(s, IQ) = 0 for all n, E NI , and by (2.5) any n E N(A) is of the form 
12 = n, + n2 with IQ E NI , n2 E Nx . Therefore s is a unique Sp(M, A)-inter- 
polate ofy in y + NZ . 
Next it will be established t at
Mtn, , 17) = 0 for all n, E NI , n E N(A). (3.5) 
Let n,ENI, n = %r + ?&E N(A) with E,EN~,&E N2. Then by (2.4), 
M(n, , n) = M(n, , Q. Consider for any real 01, M(E, + anI , Ti, + oml) =
M(Ti, , Es) + cYM(n, ~~2) > 0 by (2.4), (2.3) and (2.1). Then M(n, , Q must be 
zero, or the above inequality could not hold for all 01, establishing (3.5). 
Now ifs is the unique Sp(M, A)-interpolate f y iny+ N2 , and 3 is any 
other Sp(M, A)-interpolate f y, then s - s E N(A), and M(S - s, 12) = 0 
for all nE N(A). Letting  = S - s, we see by (2.3) that S- s E NI . On 
the other hand, if s is as above and $ - s E NI , then S= s + E, for some 
E, E NI and M(S, fz) = M(s, n) + M(E, , n) = 0 for all nE N(A) by (3.5) 
and Definition 1, soS is an Sp(M, A)-interpolate f y. 
COROLLARY 4. Under the conditions f Theorem 2, 
X = N2 @ Sp(M, A). 
COROLLARY 5. Under the conditions f Theorem 2, ij’span(A) has a basis of 
dimension r,and dim(N,) = r, , then dim(Sp(M, A)) = r + r, . 
The following corollary shows that if M is symmetric and nonnegative 
over all of X, the orthogonality condition (2.4) isalways atisfied, giving 
again the conclusions of Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 6. Let X be a real Hilbert space, A a family of continuous linear 
finctionals on X, and M a continuous symmetric bilinear fkctioizal otiX x X 
suclz rkat &1(x, x) > 0 for ail x E X. Let ni, = {nl E&(A): M(n, ~ 721j = 0) 
and suppose that here is some closed subspace ofN(A), Nz ) such that nr(A) =
Nl @ N2 and M is positire dejkite onNz . Theft or any y E X, there is a mique 
Sp(MT A)-interpolate s of y in y + hi2 : nhicb depend> contiiruortsly o:? ,y. 
Moreover, ai?lt; o her interpolate qf y.S: is arz @(MY A)-kterpoiafe qfy $a& 
only ifs - s E Nl _ 
Prooj: Except for the orthogonality condition (2.4), the system 
(X, fl, M, N(A), Nl , N2) is N,-posed. But (2.4) does hold: since for any 
x E x, n, E N, , 84(x + ““1 ) x + q) = M(x, x) + 2&(x, q) > 0 k-or all 
real a, implying that M(x, Q) = 0. 
COROLLARY 7 (Golomb [5], Jerome and Schumaker [S]). 112 Example 1, 
$w aizv xE X there exists anSp(M, Aj-interpolate s, & any other imerpolace 
qfx, S, is an Sp(M, A)-interpolafe of x ifand on@ if S- 3 E N(A)n N(T). 
4. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR WELL-POSED AND N+YBED SFXEMY 
The next result gives a very useful condition which insures the existence 
of the space N2 of Definition 3 and Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let X, A, h4 and Nl be g&en as in Befirjition 3 with M and 
N, satisfying (2.1), (2.3) and (2.4). Suppose there is a closed subspace OJ 
N(A), N, ) such that Nl + N, is of.finite codirnemion n N(A), arzd am, > 0 
such that 
MC% , %) >, % il 4. II’ ,for all n3 E N, . (4. E) 
Then there xists a closed subspace ofN(A), N, ) containing N, such that he 
system (X, A, M, N(A), Nl , Nz) is N,-posed. 
ProoJ: Since the codimension of N1 + N3 in N(A) is finite, and 
N,n N, = (0) by (2.3) and (4.1), 
N(A) = N, @ N3 8 N$ (4‘2:! 
for some finite dimensional subspace ofN(A), Ne . It will now be shown that 
N3 = N3 @ N4 satisfies (2.6) as well as (2.5), demonstrating that he system 
(X, A, M, N(A), N1, N2) is N,-posed. Itwill suffice to show this for the case 
where Na is one dimensional. 
Suppose N:, consists ofthe span of some ~1~ EN(A) - (Nl @ N3). Eet 
A, be the orthogonal complement of N3 in X. Then A, can be considered 
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to be a family of continuous linear functionals on X, with null space 
N(&) = N3 . Now let us define a continuous bilinear functional on X x X, 
Ms 7 by 
MS(X> Y) = HWX> Y> + M(Y, 41 for all x, y E X. (4.3) 
By (4.1) and (4.3), 
M&z, , ~2~) = M(n, , &) 2 m, 11 1~ l/Z for all n3 E N(A,) = N3 . (4.4) 
By (4.4) the system (X, A, , M, , N(A,)) is well-posed, so by Theorem 1, 
there is a unique Sp(M, , &)-interpolate of n4 , S E n4 + N3, satisfying 
2M&, n3) = M(S, n3) + M(ng , S) = 0 for all n3 E N3 . (4.5) 
Let HZ = 4 min(M(S, S)/l\ S 112, MJ. Then 
M(aS + n3 , aS + n3) = a?M(S, S) + a[M(S, rz3) + M(iz, , S)] + M(n3 , n3) 
3 2m(a2 II iII2 + II 17~ II”> (4.6) 
> m I/ a3 + 723 112, 
by use of (4.5) and the parallelogram inequality. Butspan{/z, + N3) = 
span{3 + N3}, so (4.6) establishes that M is positive d finite on N4 @ N3. 
If dim(N,) > 1, the above argument may be repeated. 
In the literature [9, 131 one usually finds one set of hypotheses for the unique 
existence of spline interpolates nd an additional one, usually inthe form of 
the mesh norm being sufficiently small, for error bounds. Theorem 3 can be 
used [ll] to show that he second requirement in all such cases is redundant 
and that in fact unique xistence implies that error bounds hold. This will be 
treated lsewhere. 
The next example utilizes Theorem 3 to demonstrate he existence of
nonselfadjoint splines which are not unique. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let X = W,$“[O, l]n S where S is the set of all functions 
defined on[0, l] which are symmetric about he line x = l/2 and Wi1,2[0, l] 
is the subset of all w: E W$‘[O, l] such that u(0) = u (1) = 0. Let A consist 
just of the linear functional A, where 
and let 
W-) = fW6) - f(U2) + J-(5/6). 
M(u, v) = 1: aid - miv + mm’ - TT~UV dt. 
Then M(u, U) = Ji (u’)~ - +‘u” dt > 0 for all uE X by the Rayleigh Ritz 
inequality with M(zr, U) = 0 if and only if u is a multiple ofsin rrt. Clearly, 
M-SPLINES 0 > 
since X(sin t) = 0, NI = span(sin z-t). A straightforward integration by 
parts hows that M(u, sin s-t) = 0 for all UE X, so (2.4) holds in addition 
to (2.1) and (2.3). For the purpose of applying Theorem 3, let h,(u) = u(lj2) 
for all u E X and N, = (U E N(A): h,(u) = O}. Note that 211; f N3 is of 
codimension 1 in N(A). Another application of the Rayleigh Ritz inequality 
shows that here is a positive ??I such that M(u, u) > IIT ji uIje for all uE Na . 
Hence by Theorem 3 there xists a closed subspace of X, IVY, such that 
X = Nr E:i Nz and the system {X, A, M? N(A), NI ) NJ is l\i,-posed. More- 
over, by Theorem 2for every tl EX there exists a unique Sp(M, A)-interpolate 
s of u in u + Nz which depends continuously on uand any other interpolate 
ofu, S, is an Sp(M, A)-interpolate of M ifand only ifS = s + JI sin at for some 
real number a. 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a real Hilbert spae, A a family of cor~tinuous 
linear fimctiorzals on X,and M a continuotrs bi!inear fimctional on X x X. 
Suppose there is a closed subspace of N(A), N2 , such that the system 
(A’, il, M, N(A), Nl , N2> is N,-posed. IfA, 3 A is another .farnily of cota- 
tinuous /iflear fknctionals on X, and if the codimension (codim) of N(A,) 5~ 
N(A) is &kite, then there xists a closed subspace Nil) such .I,ilat he sptom 
{X, A, , M, N(Al), Nil’, Nil’} is Nil’-posed. 
PYOO$ Let NI- = NI n N(A,) and ic’, = Nz n N(A,). Then with 
Ni” = (12 E N(A,): M(n, n) = 01, Nil’ = NI-. Since codim(N(A,)) in N(A) is 
finite itfollows that codim(Ni”) inNI is finite and codim(Ni,) n N, is nnite. 
Thus since N(A) = NI 0 Nt , and Nil’ C A: , AT3 C IZ , Arilj + N3 must be 
of finite codimension i N(Al), and M is positive definite on Ns . Therefore 
by Theorem 3, there xists a closed subspace of N(A& Nil’, containing Ais 
such that he system (X, A, , M, N(A,), Nil’, N.jl’j- is AT?‘-posed. 
COROLLARY 8. Let X be a real Hilbert space, {Ai),& be a nested sequence 
of families of continuous linear fkmtionals such that &l 3 Ai md 
codim(N(Ai+J) in N(Ai) isjinite f ori 3 0, and Ier M be a continuous bilinear 
.functional  X x X such that here is a closed subspace ofN{AJ, Nj’), such 
rhat fhe sJ*stern (X,A, , M, N(Ao), N:“, Ni”‘) is Ni”-posed. Then for aN 
i 2 0 there is a closed subspace of N(li& NC’, such that the system 
(X, 11, M, N(A,), Np’, NC’} is N:“‘-posed, whew
N;“’ = (n E N(fZ$) : hf(J?, I:) = 01. 
MoreoLler, IY for any i, 3 0, Niio’ = (O), then ,for al! i > i, , the system 
{X, fli ,M, N(A,)] is well-posed, and r?o restr’iction need be placed on 
codim(N(A,+,)) in N(L’&). 
An important application of this corollary is the situation where the systeni 
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(X, A, , M, N(A,), Ni”, IV:“) is @“-posed and A,+r is formed from ./Ii 
by augmenting Ai with one continuous linear functional not in the span of 
& , i > 0. Then the system {X, A, , M, A$&), IV?), Np’) is NF’-posed for 
all i2 0. Note that in this application it d es not matter whether o not the 
dimension ofthe span of A, is finite, andif iV:io’ = (O), then LI,+~ may be 
formed from Ai by augmenting A, with any set of continuous linear func- 
tionals, forall i3 i, .
5. EXTREMAL RESULTS 
For a given real Hilbert space X and continuous bilinear functional on 
X x X, M, it will be useful toassociate another continuous bilinear functional 
on X x X, M s , defined by
Then M,(x, x) = M(x, x) for all xE X, and if M is symmetric, Ms(x, y) = 
M(x, y) for all x, y E X. The following lemma generalizes a r ult usually 
referred to as the “first integral e ation” [13, Theorem 41. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a real Hilbert space, A a family of continuous linear 
jiinctionals on X,and M a continuous bilinear functional on X x X such that 
M(n, n) > 0 for all nE N(A). Then for any x E X ifs is an Sp(M, A)-inter- 
polate of x, 
M(x, x) = M(x - s, x - s) + A&s, s). (5.2) 
Proof. Since s is an Sp(M, A)-interpolate f x, M.&s, x - s) = 0, so 
M(x, x) = M(x - s, x - s) + 2M,(s, x - s) + M(s, s) 
= M(x - s, x - s) + M(s, s). 
The next theorem gives an extremal result for M-splines generalizing 
[ 10, Theorem 71. 
THEOREM 5. Let X be a real Hilbert space, A a,family ofcontinuous linear 
jiinctionals on X,and M a continuous bilinear functional on X x X. Suppose 
M(n, n) > 0 for all nE N(A), and that here is a closed subspace N,of IV(A) 
such that he system {X, A, MS , N(A), NI , Nz} is N,-posed where 
Nl = {IQ EN(A): M&z, , nI) = O}. 
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Then for any y f x; .? 
(i) there ist I a east one SP(M,~  A)-interpolate s &y. 
(ii) M(s, s) = rn~n~~~~(x, x):xi.s a A-~~ie~p~~afe tlfy), 
(iG) if xis a A-interpolate f y, and M(x, X) = lW(s, ); 
then x- s E Nl and x is also an Sp(M, A)-iizleri;olate ojv. 
(23) 
~~0~~ Property i folIows immediately from Theorem 2. unloose ,x is 
any A-interpolate of y. Then s is also an Sp(M8 ,A)-interpolate f x, and 
since x - s E N(A), M(x - s, x- s) 3 0 and (5.2) of the lemma implies 
that M{x, x) 2 M(.s, )giving property (ii). If, in addition, M{x, x) = M(s, s), 
then (5.2) ofthe lemma implies that M&x - s, x- s) =zf 0, so x - s E & p 
and by Theorem 2, x E Sp(M, A). 
Bro5jI Equations @I), (2,3), (2.5) and (2.6) are exp~icjt~y satisfied by 
A-f,, Nland iV2. Just as in the proof of Corollary 6, 
Mx, x) = Ms(x, x) g3 0 for all xE X implies that ~~(~, q) = 0 
for ail xE X, YIP E IV1 .Therefore thorthogonality condition (2.4) aIso holds 
and the system (X, A, -iM,, N(A), Nl , N2) is N,-posed. Thus Theorem 5
applies. 
Theorem 5and Corollary 9 are useful inidentifying ~~spiines with other 
spline characterizations. For instance in Example 2 let M be given by 
kr: A be such that he system {W”~“[a, b]A, M, N(A)) is well-posed, an  let 
s be the unique Sp{~, A)-interpolate ff E W*yz[aa, 61. I[f A consists olely 
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of the Hermite ype functionals con idered in [lo], then Theorem 7of [IO] 
asserts that he element minimizing (5.3) isthe unique generalized L-spline 
interpolate s” off, and hence s” = s by Corollary 9. Similar guments show 
that he y-elliptic splines of Schultz [14], the R-splines of Golomb [5] and 
the Lg-splines of Jerome and Schumaker [S] are also special c ses ofM-splines. 
The next result generalizes Th orem 6of [lo], and also implicitly offers 
a generalization of the property P used in that paper. 
THEOREM 6. Let X be a real Hilbert space and {A; : i > 0} be a nested 
sequence offamilies ofcontinuous linear functiotlals on X, such that Ai+lr) Ai 
and the codimension of N(Ai+,) in N(AJ isjnite, for all i> 0. Suppose M is 
a continuous bilinear functional on X x X such that M(x, x) >, 0 for all 
x E N(A,,), and the system {X, A,, M, , N(A,), N:‘), Ni”} is N,-posed. Then 
for any x E X, and all i>, 0; 
(i) the system {X, Ai , M, , N(Ai), Nr), NC’} is Nf’-posed, 
(ii) there is at least one Sp(M, AJ-interpolate si of x, 
(iii) M(x - si , x - St) = min(M(x - S, x- 3): 
S E Sp(M, AJ n U>, where U = {y: y is a A,-interpolate of x}.
If M( y, y) > 0 for ally EX, then 
(iv) M(x - si , x - si) = min{M(x - i, x- S): SE Sp(M, A$)). 
Proof. Property i follows immediately from Corollary 8, and property (ii) 
follows from property (i) and Theorem 2. Suppose S E Sp(M, AJ. Then 
si - S is an Sp(Ms ,A,)-interpolate of x - S, so substituting x - s for x
and si - S for sin (5.2) ofLemma 1 gives 
M(X - Sy X - S) = M(x - Si ) X - Si) + M(Si - S, Si - s). (5.4) 
Ifs is also in U, then si - S E N(A,) so M(s, - S, si - S) > 0, and from (5.4), 
M(x - S, x- j;) > M(x - sd , x - sJ establishing property (iii). Similarly, 
if M( y, y) 3 0 for all J? E X, then again M(si - S, si - s) > 0 giving 
property (iv) from (5.4). 
6. CONVERGENCE OF M-SPLINES 
The next heorem generalizes a r ult ofGolomb [.5, Corollary 7.11. 
THEOREM 7. Let X be a real Hilbert space, {A<}& a nested sequence oj’ 
families ofcontinuous linear jimctionals on X with A,+l 3 Ai , i > 0, and 
itf-SPLINES I3 
M a corztkoorrs symmetric bilinear jiinctionul OH X x 27. Suppose the syx!en:i 
ix 43, M, w4J~ is well-posed, and let .A, = uL=, l& . Therz for all i> G 
and eaery xE X, there is a unique Sp(M, AJ-interpolate si of x, and a tmique 
Sp(M, A,)-interpolate of x, s, , where (si) and s, depe:fd contiuruously on x. 
Moreover, limi+p si = s, and lim{,, M(s; , sJ = M(s, , s,j. 
PrclojI The system {X, A,, M, N(A,)) is well-posed, so there xists 
an m > 0 such that 
for all n E Nv(A,). (6.i) 
Hence (6.1) also holds for all y1 EN(A,) and all nE A+!!,), and thus the systems 
w, & 9 K N-4& and {X, Ai, M, A$&)) for all i > 0 are well-pose& 
and the first part of the theorem follows from Theorem 1. Since s, is a 
A,-interpolate of So E Sp(M, .AJ for all j2 0, and if .i > i 3 0, sj is a 
&-interpolate of si E Sp(M, AJ, property (iij of Theorem 5 gives 
Lemma 1 then gives, 
M(Sj - si ) sj - SJ = M(Sj ? Sj) - lW(Si > SJ, (6.3) 
since si is an Sp(M, A,)-interpolate of s; .From (6.2) and (6.3) it follows 
that lim,,j,, M{sj - si , Sj - si) = 0, and by (6.1), {.s~)~?~ is a Cauchy 
sequence. Let s” = lim,+,, s, .Then it may easily be seen that s, = s”“, 
and the result follows. 
As an application of this theorem, consider a variation of Example 2with 
(Ai]~YO being anested sequence of families ofcontinuous linear functionals 
on Wv,2(a, b], IZ > 1, and (~~]~&, the associated partition norms. Suppose 
zi -+ 0. Then there is an i,, 3 0 such that he system (FV+, b], AjO, AK- 
N(A,oj) iswell-posed, and for everyfg W~~x~a. b]there is a unique Sp(M? A&j- 
interpolate si for all i> i, . Let s, be the Sp(M, uy=o Aij-interpolate f .f,
and let .x E[a, b]. Since fi< -+ 0, there is a sequence (xi> with xi E di such that 
xi -+ x. But f(xJ = si(xi) = s,(xJ, so f(x) = s,.(x) by the continuity of 
f and s, Therefore f E s, , and by Theorem 7, 
(6.4) 
The convergence in the Sobolev norm given by (6.4) may be easily shown 
to imply uniform convergence ofDjs, to Df on [a, b] for 0 <i < IZ - 1 
and L’ convergence when,j = n. 
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